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Ab str ac t 

The following article presents the first phase of implantation of the Centralized Management project of 
wastewater quality. From the Inspection and Environmental Control Service the need to implant a project 
that integrates the different tasks carried out by the service arose in order to obtain the maximum benefit 
of them all, offering environmental services of high added value to control and reduce pollution. During the 
remote control phase of water quality two Quality Stations have been initiated, one of general character at 
the entry of a filter system and other one of industrial character in the connection of an Industrial Estate. 
The two Quality Stations have been remote controlled, therefore, conductivity sensors have been installed, 
as well as refreshed automatic sampling testers that work 24 hours a day, thus a pollution episode can be 
characterized from the beginning. Hereby, it will be possible to have the necessary tools to reinforce the 
degree of knowledge and the control of the system, increasing the diagnostic capability by means of the 
detection of incidents caused by spillages. 

Introduction 

The Metropolitan Area of Barcelona is a local administration which includes more than 30 
municipalities of the surroundings of Barcelona, and among its various activities it has competencies in 
waste water treatment. In the Inspection and Environmental Control Service, the necessity to implant a 
project about Centralized Management of waste water quality that would integrate all the works that 
the service carries out emerged in order to obtain the maximum benefit from all of them.  

This Centralized Management enables to offer environmental services of high added value for 
the control and reduction of pollution. The global vision improves the diagnosis and prevention capacity, 
providing the pollutant load regulation in origin and allows taking immediate actions against incidents, 
guaranteeing a major protection of the facilities of the collector’s network and specially of the 
Wastewater Treatment Plants (WTP) and of the receptor environment. 

The current article is based on developing the existing parts of the implantation of a Centralized 
Management System, whose main objectives are:  

 



- Characterization of the industrial effluent in the sanitation network 
 
- Detection of pollution episodes by unusual changes in the quality of the water 

 
- Continuous control of industrial spillages and its influence in the planning of inspections 

 
- Protection of  the Wastewater Treatment Plant, the receptor environment, and the sanitation 
System 

 
 

Methods 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Results and discussion 

In the first step of the Centralized Management Project, two remote controlled Quality Stations 
that receive real time information have been put into function. These Quality Stations have been 
located in two strategic points: in the head-board of the System, coinciding with the connection of an 
Industrial Area (QS1) and at the entry of the WTP of Sant Feliu de Llobregat (QS6). The system at Sant 
Feliu de Llobregat was chosen given its great industrial implantation, therefore the risk of generating 
pollution episodes that could concern his station filter system is very high.  

The scheme of the Quality Wastewater Control System in real time reflects the following 
elements:  

 
- Quality Stations: Figure 3 shows the main elements that shape them and the general 
operational scheme. The sampling system (refreshed sampling) is done continually, with the 
possibility of having samples 24h before the beginning of a pollution episode. 

 

There are two different blocks in Centralized 
Management; the type of information that has to be 
integrated and the technological systems involved. 
These elements join in the pyramidal system 
showed in Figure 1, whose final aim is the 
integration of all the implied elements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Elements of a Centralized Management Project 



 
 

Figure 3.Generaloperational scheme of a Quality Station 

- Receipt data centers: is where the data collected by the Quality Station are transmitted. 
Communication is made by GPRS. It includes the required elements for the receipt of information 
from the Quality Station, software for the remote control, and applications as the indicated in 
Figure 4. 
 

 
 

- Data treatment programs: with the implantation of tools such as SCADA, it is possible to obtain 
screens of remote control and remote supervision of the station elements, management of 
alarms, working graphs and measurement of sensors. An example of the obtained screens is 
indicated in Figure 4 and 5.  

 

Figure 5. SCADA screens and sensor and working Graphs of the Quality Station 

 

 

Figure 4. General scheme of the Management System in real time and automatic 

 



 

 

      
 

 

Figure 6. Communication patterns of Beginning and Ending 
Pollution Episodes AMB – WTP’s 

Conclusions 

The capture of information began in August of 2010 and the conclusions that can be extracted 
until now are the following: 
1. During the installation phase the importance of a correct water recirculation has been proven in 

order to obtain trustworthy data. With this aim level detection probes have been installed in the 
decanters that can check the right working of the hydraulic circuit.  

2. Concerning the exploitation phase, one of the most troublesome points is the maintenance of 
the Quality Stations. For this matter, those elements that are likely to undergo a constant 
maintenance have been remote controlled for the right working of these Stations. 

3. The correct function of the Quality Stations allows making use of the necessary tools to 
reinforce the degree of knowledge and the control of the system, increasing the capability of 
diagnostics, by means of the detection of serious incidents related to spillages.  

4. The capacity of intervention is improved allowing the activation of an emergency operative 
with the possibility of taking remote controlled sampling. 

5. In future phases of the Centralized Management project an effort will be made to integrate 
elements of Geographical Information Management and tools that facilitate data treatment.  
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- Action protocols with the Sant Feliu de 
Llobregat WTP: from the data processed a 
management of warnings by e-mail to each of 
the involved parts are generated when 
necessary. An example is shown in Figure 6. In 
order to be able to act as rapidly as possible by 
means of the automatic and refreshed 
sampling testers installed in the Quality 
Stations these notices are bidirectional. 

 sampling testers automáticos y refrigerados 
instalados en las Estaciones de Calidad 


